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Volume 7 Issue 4
JASON'S UPDATES
Hey everyone. It's exciting to see changes
at the library construction site, small as
those daily changes may be. They'll all add
up to something big at the end. Several
things have been going on in Systems
lately. We installed Innopac Release 11 in
early April. Just like the Lied Library, each
small enhancement will add up to
something big at the end - flexibility and
ease of use for us and our users. Release 11
enhancements on the WebPac, for example,
range from automatically having the
blinking cursor appear in the WebPac
search box to hopefully offering access to
our electronic databases to our students and
faculty from their homes. These are
enhancements that will be implemented
soon.
The approval of the Web Policy means
buckle-down time, as we aim to have a
newly designed Library Web Site
operational by the beginning of the fall semester. Coupled
with this, the Web Pages will reside on our own library
Web server. Susan Biery, Jeanne Brown, Lamont Downs,
Laralee Nelson, and Aimee Quinn will join myself and the
Technical Services Web Developers (Sharon Drouin,
Paulette Nelson, Mary Ellen Olson, Kathy Rankin, Billie
Mae Polson, Vicky Diaz and Annie Sattler) in making our
new Web Site a reality.
The NEONWebs in the reference area have recently
gotten a boost in memory to better serve our users' needs,
and we will likely be getting several new machines to
provide more access for our users until we move into
Lied.
In addition to our patron machines, we are awaiting an
order of computer upgrades to upgrade many of our
existing staff machines. For those that are interested, don't
forget about the NetWorld Interop program held here in
Las Vegas May 4th-8th.

It claims to be the largest gathering of
Internet and networking professionals
in the world. For more information,
visit their homepage
www.interop.com/index.html
That's all for now!
Jason
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HTML From the Ground Up
Linking to the World. So far we've learned how to put
text into a Web page and make it fancy, and how to add
graphics. Before we look at some of the finer points of
Web page design, there's one more feature that we need to
cover, and that's how to add links.
Although you can create Web pages with no links
whatsoever to any other pages, this rather defeats the
whole point of the World Wide Web. The Web got its
name from the fact that you could include links in any
page of yours to literally any other page in the world, as
long as it was posted on the Web. Clicking on a link
(which typically shows up as blue underlined text,
although you can change that) causes you to go to
whatever Web page the author of the page chooses. You
can also jump from one point in a page to another point in
the same page. This kind of format is called "hypertext,"
and an example that you might be familiar with from long
before the Web was around is the Microsoft Windows
help file format. In Windows help, green underlined text
meant a link that you could click on to go elsewhere in the
help file.
To create a link, you have to know where you want to go.
Web pages have a special kind of address, called a URL
(Uniform Resource Locator). This address displays just
above a Web page in your browser. You can include this
address in your HTML code so that the viewer of your
page can jump to that page. To do this, you use a tag we
haven't used before, called an "anchor" tag. It's an <A>
</A> pair of tags, and the first tag also includes an HREF
attribute which provides your Web address (URL) like
this:
<A HREF="http://library.nevada.edu/neonweb/">
Between the <A> tag with the URL and the ending </A>
tag you put any text you want the user to see. For
example, if you want them to see the word "NeonWeb" on
your Web page and to be sent to the above address if they
click on it, you would include this in your code:
<A HREF=''http://library.nevada.edu/neonweb/">NeonWeb</A>

To see a bare-bones example of a page with this link in it,
take a look at
www.nscee.edu/unlv/Libraries/admin/systems/htmlarU
examples/980-IOl.html
(be sure to enter this without any spaces or line breaks).
You can see the HTML code for this page at
www.nscee.edu/unlv/Libraries/admin/systems/htmlarU
examples/980402.html

Now let's take a step back and see how all this works
before we go further. Think of the process of loading a
Web page as a courtly (well, sometimes not so polite)
dance between two machines. The first, the "Web server,"
actually has the various Web files on it, such as the
HTML file and any graphics files that go along with it.
The other machine, which contains the browser software,
is the "client" (that's you).
When you enter a URL in your browser (or click on a
link), your browser sends a request across the Internet to
the address in the URL and asks for the HTML file
included at the end of the address (if there's no filename
included, the server looks for a file called "index.html").
The server finds the file and sends it back across the
Internet.
Next, your browser looks through the HTML file for any
other files (such as graphics files) that are mentioned in
the HTML code, and asks for each one, one at a time.
Each time it's asked for a file, the server complies by
sending it back across the Internet. Once the browser has
all the files it needs, it assembles them into a Web page on
your screen. Of course, if any of the files are missing, or if
the server encountered any problems, you may receive an
error message instead, or see one of the odd-looking
"broken graphics" symbols in place of a graphic.
For this reason, a page with a lot of graphics can take a
long time to display, especially over a phone line
connection. It's a good idea not to get too carried away
with graphics in your pages, especially if part of your
intended audience is still using telephone connections to
access your pages.
You might be thinking to yourself, "But right now my files
are on my own machine! That's how I'm editing and
viewing them." Correct! In this case, your machine is
actually the client and the server at the same time. But,
since your PC isn't running Web server software, there are
some things you can't do this way, such as run interactive
scripts and other glitzy things that you might be dreaming
of. For that, you'll have to get your files posted on a real
Web server (besides, if you want everyone in the world to
have access to your pages, you'll have to do that anyway,
sooner or later).
Next month: Combining graphics and links.
Lamont Downs

(
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Technology Book List

Tuma's Wondrous Web Sites

Dodsworth, Clark, Jr. Digital lllusion : Entertaining the

This month, we're focusing on some of the more
technological efforts to be found on the Web.

Future with High Technology. Addison-Wesley, c1998.
(QA 76.76.159D55 1998)

Dowler, Lawrence. Gateways to Knowledge : the Role of
Academic Libraries in Teaching, Learning, and Research.
MIT Press, c 1997.

Infomine: Scholarly Internet Resource Collections I'm
more impressed every time I visit Infornine, the effort by
the folks at UC Riverside to categorize and classify
Internet information. Spend a few minutes searching for a
topic and see for yourself
www.lib-www.ucr.edu

(Z 675.U5G39 1997)

New Library: The People's Network
Jones, Steven G. Virtual Culture :Identity and
Communication in Cybersociety. SAGE Publications,
1997.

This report details plans for incorporating technology into
the public libraries in the UK. Notice chapter 3, Skills for
the New Librarian.
www.ukoln.ac.uklservices!lic/newlibrary/intro.html

(ZA 420l.V57 1997)

Porter, David Internet Culture. Routledge, 1997.

Tele-Immersion

(ZA 4201.156 1997)

Care to see a vision of the work station of the future?
Visit: www.advanced.org/tele-immersion/

Quinones, Miguel A. Training for a Rapidly Changing

Hyperbolic Tree

Workplace :Applications of Psychological Research.

Check out this strange Web navigator. Be sure to select
one of the interesting sites to view such as LoC or the
Whitney Museum rather than the commercial site.
www.inxight.com/products/hw/infoseek.htm

American Psychological Association, c 1997.
(HF 5549.5T667 1997)

Smith, Richard E. Internet Cryptology. Addison-Wesley,
cl997.
(TK 5102.94.S65 1997)

Kathy Rothermel

Julia
Julia is a "Chatterbot," an AI program that attempts to
pass the Turing test for machine intelligence. Try talking
to her, and good luck in getting her off the subject of pets,
especially cats. I thought I was making great strides in
getting her to chat about the weather, when she abruptly
stated, "Hamsters are about as intelligent as cucumbers!"
Same to you, Julia!
www. vperson.com/mlm/j ulia.html
KayTuma

